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Request for Proposal to Bid FY14-0602 "Design-Build Road Construction (C-Fund Paving)"
Addendum No. 1 (herein referred to as “Addendum”)
This Addendum revises the above-described procurement, and is hereby incorporated and made a
part of the above-described procurement as if the Addendum had been included in the original
procurement documents. Addendum posted on website at www.orangeburgcounty.orgPurchasing/Bids-Solicitations
The addendum is as follows: Question/Answer – May 15, 2014
Q1. According to the 2 Options for Proposal you can either propose the
Engineer (Design) or the Construction (Build). The is no option for
proposing both the design and build which is my understanding of the
scope of this work.
Response 1.We will change the wording in the proposal; there will not
be an option.
Q2.If this is to be a Design-Build with an Engineer and Contractor
team, will there be a mandate on who is the Prime vendor for purpose of
billing or will each party submit billing?
Response2.This decision should be made by the Engineer/Contractor team.
Q3.Vendor qualifications- The qualification that vendor demonstrate
comparative experience of being the exclusive provider of design build
road construction will disqualify everyone who attended the pre bid as
none of us can meet that requirement. Will allowance be made for
contractors who can show similar scopes of work? (items 2&3)
Response 3. We realize there may be little or no design-build
experience. Please emphasize your individual design and construction
experience relative to this type of road project.
Q4. If this is an Engineer/Contractor team will both parties be
required to show they meet all 11 qualifications?
Response 4. Provide enough documentation on the experience of the
companies associated with the team for the evaluators to understand the
capabilities of the team.
Q5. Will a sample bid submittal document be provided for the Design
costs in the proposal?
Response 5.We are working on a bid submittal for the total package, you
should have an item on the unit price worksheet for Design/Engineering
at a lump sum for each individual road.
Q6. In the pre-bid it was stated that bid security will not be
required, however on page two of the RFP it states under Submission
Composition:
Each submitted proposal is required to be composed of the following,
including fully completed and executed forms: Bullet Point # 7 - Bid
Security. Will this requirement be removed via addenda?
Response 6. Bid security will not be required.

